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23 ULLUBA BOLOY 
native.const.LK house 

by Irenio M. Wansi 

1. No mangullub'ami 
COND build.native.const.house.we 

ununan mantobod'ami si pasangdila 
precede.LK gather.materials.we OBJ rafter.LK 

nabuol. 2. Magamput ad insublimi 
round be.finished.it SUB did.next.we 

mansingit si labutommi onno 
1ook.for OBJ where.get.roofing.cogon.we or 

olbasommi. 3. No 
where.get.rono.leaves.for.roofing.we COND 

awad odasammi s i 
EXT come.across.we DET 

malabut nilabutmi ya 
cogon.usab1e.for.roofing pulled.up,we CONJ 

maolbas olbasommi. 
rono.leaves.usable.for.roofing cut.we 

4 .  No namnamaommin loogmi 
COND expect.we,LK sufficient,our 

man'otop asimiyot igongda. 5 .  No 
use.as.roofing FUT.we.SEQ stop COND 

maillongan'amibos mantobod'amibos 
are.rested,we.again gather.materials.we.also 

si bulu manipat'ami 
OBJ bamboo cut.rono.stalks.we 

mangiwoy'amibos od ginubat si 
get.rattan,we,also LOC forest REF 

mantaodmi sin boloy. 6. No 
means.for.tying.our REF house COND 

HOUSE OF NATIVE 
CONSTRUCTION 

1. When we build a 
house of native 
construction, first we 
gather round wood for 
rafters. 2. When that 
is finished, we next 
look for cogon we can 
pull up or rono leaves 
we can cut (to use) 
for roofing. 3. When 
we come across usable 
cogon, we pull 
(it), and usable rono 
leaves, we cut (them). 
4 .  When we expect that 
we have sufficient for 
roofing, we stop. 
5 .  When we are rested 
again, we also gather 
bamboo: we cut rono 
stalks (and) we also 
get rattan in the for- 
est to use for tying 
in the house. 6. When 
that is finished, we 
(have others get) fern 
trees, and we 
compensate them by 
killing something for 
them to eat. 7 .  When 
enough fern trees for 
the support posts of 
the house are all in 
hand, the next day we 
erect the framework. 
8. We also kill a dog 
or a pig to feed the 
ones who work on the 
erection of the 
framework. 
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nagamput igagami nan 
be.finished,it kill.s.t.to.feed.workers,we T 

banglan. 7 .  No wadawad nan banglan on 
fern.tree COND all.in.hand T fern.tree LK 

umanay si tuud di ullub 
enough REF support.post PO native.const.house 

mabigat ad inyulubmi. 
next.day SUB erected.framework.we 

8. Igagamibos nan 
kill.s.t.to.feed.workers.we,also T 

ulubna si asu onno bolo' 
erection.of.framework,its REF dog or pig 

9. Sin umunan oommi 
ST precede,LK do,we 

mampattapattangommin patangna 
1ay.out.on.ground.we.T upper.wall.member,its 

ad siyan batug din mauluban nan sulisulina. 
CONJ it.DET spot PO be.dug T corners,its 

1 0 .  Midisan uwan 
at.same.time by.the.way,DET 

patang masingit sin 
upper.wall.nember be.looked.for REF 

mansingtammi si pasangdil. 1 1 .  No 
time.of.looking.for.our OBJ rafter COND 

sugatommin batug di mauluban 
break.ground.at.we.T spot PO be.dug 

iwalinmi dan patang ad 
set.aside,we T upper.wall.member SEQ 

inulubammi. 12. Magamput ad mauluban 
dug. we be.finished.it SUB be.dug 

inisongmi nan ata'nang din boloy on piyaommi 
measured.we T height PO house LK want.we 

ad pinutdammi nan tuudna ad 
SEQ cut.some.off.we T support.post,its SEQ 

9. What we do first 
is (the following): 
We lay out on the 
ground the upper wall 
members, and (that) 
(shows) the spots to 
be dug for the cor- 
ners. 1 0 .  By the way, 
we look for the (wood 
for) the upper wall 
members at the same 
time we look for raf- 
ters. 1 1 .  When we 
break the ground where 
(holes are) to be dug. 
we set the upper wall 
members to one side 
and we dig (the 
holes). 12. 'When 
they have been dug, 
we measure the height 
of the house we want. 
and then we cut the 
posts off (to the 
length desired), and 
then we notch (them). 
13. When all four 
corner posts have been 
notched, we set (them) 
upright (in the 
holes). and then we 
place the upper wall 
members across them. 
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sinagitangammi. 13. Magamput ad 
notched.we be.finished SUB 

masagitangan amin nan opat on tuud sin 
be.notched all T four LK support.post REF 

sulisuli imbalno'mi ad 
corners set.upright.in.hole,we SEQ 

impatangmi dat patangna. 
laid.across,we T upper.wall.member.its 

14. Maammaammang ad nan opata 
put.loosely.in.place SUB T four.LK 

patang od ngato ummotup'ami 
upper.wal1.member LOC above tie.end.to.end,we 

si iwoy ad dinuyumi nan 
OBJ rattan SEQ checked.for.square,we T 

pisipis ad sin pon'adna. 15. No 
top.of.wal1 SEQ DET base.of.post.its COND 

magamput maduyu asimiyot 
be.finished.it be.checked.for.square FUT.we,SEQ 

salsalon nan opata tuud ad 
tamp.dirt.around T four,LK support.post SEQ 

intaodmi onno ilansami nan pisipisna. 
tied.we or nai1,we T top.of.wall,its 

16. Magamput ad di impasalimi 
be.finished SUB D3 did.next,we 

oduma lawas on tuudna. 
other.LK middle LK support.post,its 

17. Mangwaani ad on mangiyulub sin lawasa 
do. we SUB LK dig.in OBJ middle.LK 

tuud isngomnin manggawaan din 
support.post measure.we,T midpoint PO 

tuud ad tinayunanmi s i 
support.post SEQ suspended.s.t.from,we REF 

14. *When the four 
upper members are in 
place above (resting 
on the posts), we tie 
together lengths of 
rattan; then we (use 
that rattan to) check 
the upper members and 
the base (of the 
posts) for square. 
15. When (that) check- 
ing for square is fin- 
ished, then we 
tamp the dirt around 
the four posts, and we 
tie or nail the 
members on the top (of 
the posts). 

16. When that is 
finished, next we do 
(the) other middle 
support posts. 
17. What we do to 
place the middle 
posts is measure 
the midpoint between 
the (corner) posts, 
and then suspend a 
stone (to show) the 
spot where we dig the 
hole for the middle 
post. 
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batu ad siyan batug din 
stone SEQ it.DET spot PO 

mangiyulubammi sin lawasa 
where.s.t.is.dug.in,our REP middle,LK 

tuudna. 
support.post.its 

18. No magamput aain nan 
COND be.finished all T 

tuudnan maigga sin 
support.post,its,LK be.put T 

tabbungannaon nan maigga. 19. Sin 
roof.structure.its,now DET be.put ST 

mampapalangmi sin tabbungan 
way.of.making.framework,our REP roof.structure 

mangipatang'ami' kayu sin patang 
lay.across,we,OBJ wood LOC upper.wall.member 

ad siyan mangita'dammi sin andun 
SEQ it,DET place.of.tying.our REP long,LK 

bulun matuud on siyan 
bamboo,LK placed.upright LK it,DET 

mangita'dammi sin tabbungan ad 
place.of.tying,our REF ridge.pole SEQ 

asimiyot man'igga sin pasangdil man'itaod 
PUT.we.SEQ put OBJ rafter tying 

onno man'ilansa. 20. Umuna on maiggan 
or nailing precede LK be.gut,T 

pasangdil sin opat on mansopasopang asiyot nan 
rafter DET four LK PL.opposite PUT,SEQ DET 

al'allasagna on mansopang 
upper.member.of.end.roof,its LK opposite 

asiyot nan opat on suli asiyot nan opat on 
PUT,SEQ DET four LK corner PUT,SEQ DET four LK 

pasangdil on mitugmu' sin 
rafter LK be.placed.in.support.of REP 

18. When all the 
support posts have 
been placed, the roof 
structure is what is 
then placed. 19. (This 
is how) we make the 
framework of the roof. 
We lay (a piece of) 
wood across the upper 
wall members, and that 
is what we tie long, 
upright bamboos to. 
(These uprights) are 
what we tie the ridge 
pole to, and then we 
place the rafters, 
(securing them by) ty- 
ing or nailing. 20. 
The first rafters to 
be placed are the four 
that oppose each other 
(at the ends of the 
ridge pole); then the 
(two) opposite upper 
members of the end 
roofs (that 
horizontally 
strengthen the first 
four rafters are 
placed), then the four 
corner rafters (are 
placed), then the four 
rafters that support 
the horizontal 
strengtheners. 
21. And (that) is when 
we place the other 
rafters. 22. When that 
is done, the stringers 
(laid across the 
rafters) are placed. 
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al'allasagna. 21. Ad siyat 
upper.member.of.end.roof,its SEQ it,DET 

mangiggaammi'.nan oduma pasangdil. 
tire.of.putting,our,DET other,LK rafter 

22. Magamput ad dl sin *abalnan 
be.finished SUB D3 T stringer,its.DET 

naigga. 
be. put 

23. No magamput pumalang'ami si 
COND be.finished.it frame,we OBJ 

amulatang di *dopag sin 
skeleton PO undersheet.of.roof LOC 

tabbungan ad linsami asimiyot 
roof.structure SEQ brought.down.we PUT,we,SEQ 

sa'loton sin pita nan dopag. 
tie LOC ground T undersheet.of.roof 

24. No magamput amina dopag 
COND be.finished al1,LK undersheet.of.roof 

masa'lot inoNoymi ad insadagmi 
be.tied carried.short.dist,we SEQ leaned,we 

sin batugna naiggaan ad 
LOC spot.corresponding.to,its where.be.put SEQ 

pinadunammi si iwoy on odnan 
attached.s.t.to.pul1.on.we REF rattan LK hold 

di inggaw ngato ad intang'oy dan inggaw 
NTS stay above SEQ 1ifted.u~ NTS stay 

pita binutbut dan inggaw ngato. 
ground pulled NTS stay above 

25. Tuggulon dan inggaw pita 
use.s.t.to.extend.reach NTS stay ground 

no umawaddan mangitang'oy. 
COND short.of.reach.they,LK 1ifting.u~ 

26. No maamin naiggan 
COND.be.all.done be.put.T 

23. When (that) is 
finished, we frame the 
skeleton of the roof 
undersheeting (up) on 
the roof framework; 
then we bring (the 
skeleton) down (and) 
do the tying of the 
undersheet on the 
ground. 24. When the 
tying of the under- 
sheet is finished, we 
carry it and lean it 
at the place corre- 
sponding to where it 
will be placed (on the 
roof). Then we tie to 
it a piece of rattan, 
which those above 
(will) hold; then 
(when raising the 
undersheet) the ones 
on the ground lift. 
while the ones up 
above pull. 25. The 
ones on the ground use 
something to extend 
their reach if they 
are too short when 
lifting. 26. When the 
undersheet is all 
placed, they secure 
all its edges with 
cleats. and they tie 
its center. 27. By the 
way also, they kill 
one or two chickens to 
feed the ones who do 
this tying of the 
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dopag inipitdan undersheet. 
undersheet.of.roof bound.with.cleats.they,T 

amina igidna an intaoddan gawana. 
al1,LK edges.its CONJ tied.they,T mlddle,its 

27. Igagada 
kill.s.t.to.feed.workers,they 

uwabos nan siyanan sa'lot di 
by.the.way,also T this.LK tying PO 

dopag si duwa onno ossaana 
undersheet.of.roof REF two or one,LK 

manu ' . 
chicken 

28. No magamput abos mabigat ad 
COND be.finished.it also next.day SUB 

mambagbaga nan simboloy si duwa tulu opat 
call T house.owner OBJ two three four 

si tagu on ana on, Man'otoptao 
DET person LK say,he LK put.on.roofing,we.a11 

sin sadi. 29. No imoy dana sumaay 
TI pres.time COND go these c1imb.u~ 

lumugi man'otop mampauy nan osa an dida 
begin put.on.roofing shout T one DET them 

on ana. Wa-a-a-a-a-a-a-0-0-0, 
LK say.he (shout.to.attract.attention) 

man'otoptao, ad no donglon dan 
put.on.roofing,we.all SEQ COND hear NTS 

tagu nan siyanan pauy imoyda 
person T this,LK shout go,they 

maaotop dan tagu on malyad 
take.part.in.roofing DET person LK desire 

tumulung. 30. No adudan man ' otop 
help COND many.they.LK work.on.roof 

mangwada' asu onno iyas omya no 
do,they,OBJ dog or young.pig but COND 

28. When (the roof 
structure) is also 
finished. the next day 
the house owner calls 
two. three. (or) four 
persons, saying, 
"Let's put on roofing 
today." 29.  When these 
go climb up to begin 
putting on (the) roof- 
ing, one of them 
shouts, saying, 
"Wa-a-a-a-a-a-0-0-0, 
let's put on roofing"; 
and when people hear 
this shout, they go to 
participate in putting 
on the roofing--that 
is, the people who 
desire to help. 30. If 
those who work on the 
roof are many, they 
they kill a dog or a 
young pig (for the 
roofers to eat); but 
if they are few, a 
chicken is what they 
cook for the roofers 
to eat with the rice. 
31. But most often 
they eat when the roof 
is finished. 
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a' 'iyotda manu' nan 
few,they chicken T 

itipoyda si.dan man'otop. 
use.as.food.eaten.with.rice REP work.on.roof 

31. Omya sin aaduwan no magamput nan otop 
but DET most COND be.finished T roof 

asidaot aangan . 
PUT,they,SEQ eat 

32. Sin aan'ootopmi 
ST way.of.putting.on.roofing,our 

unaomni nan man'anoba on gulun onno 
do.first,we T PL.short LK cogon or 

olbas. 33. Siyan paladpad din otop. 
rono.leaves it.DET first.course PO roof 

on ammi. 34. Iwailatmi nan gulun onno 
LK say, we spread.apart.we T cogon or 

olbas ad awadmi ipiton 
rono.leaves SEQ while.doing.we press.together 

si duwa' sinipat ad iladotmi 
REF two,DET rono.stalk SEQ tie.with.ladot,we 

si anus on magamput na'wa si 
REF k.o.bamboo LK be.finished made REF 

ladot. 
roofing.tie 

35. Magamput ad insagunodmi 
be.finished,it SUB did.next,we 

nan'anadun gulun onno olbas on 
PL,long.LK cogon or rono.leaves LK 

pasi 'mat din paladpad. 
overlapping.course PO first.course 

36. Siyasiyaon nan oommi ingganan 
cont.doing.same T do.we unti1,LK 

32. This is the way 
we put on roofing: We 
first use short cogon 
or rono leaves. 
33. "It is the first 
course of the 
roofing." we say. 
34. We spread the 
cogon or rono leaves. 
and as we press with 
two stalks of rono, we 
tie (the roofing) with 
ladot, which is a s  
bamboo already made 
into ties. 

35. When that is 
finished, next we use 
long cogon or rono 
leaves to overlap the 
first course. 36. We 
continue doing this 
same until (the roof- 
ing) reaches up to the 
opening at the end of 
the ridge; then we put 
a first course on the 
opposite end, and 
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sumang'at sin longalong ad again we put layers. 
ascend.it REF 0pening.at.ends.of.ridge SEQ working up to the 

opening at the end of 
pinaladpadamaibos nan mansopang on the ridge until the 
put.first.course.on,we,again T opposite LK peak is reached. 

longalong ad asimiyot abos 
end.area.of.roof SEQ FUT.we.SEQ again 

tappilan pasang'aton nan 
cover.with.layers working.upward T 

longalong inggana ' 
0pening.at.ends.of.ridge unti1,DET 

maodasan nan bubung. 
is.come.across T peak 

37. Sin bubung mansopang 
ST peak opposite 

maladot nan pon'ad an gawis 
be.tied.with.roof.ties T root.end CONJ top 

din gulun onno olbas. 38. Mamitlun 
PO cogon oc rono.leaves three.tiaes.LK 

sungliw nan bubung ad 
alternately.end.for.end T peak SEQ 

gamputnaon. 39. No umoyon maatlu 
comp1etion.its.now COND go three.days 

maapat maalima ingganan midapot nan otop 
four.days five.days unti1,LK be.matted T roof 

asimiyot gopngan ad 
FUT.we,SEQ cut.ends.straight SEQ 

nagamgamputon nan uluna. 
complete1y.done.now T head,its 

37. The (rogfing on 
the) peak is tied with 
ties on the opposite 
sides (of the roof) at 
both the root end and 
the top of the cogon 
or rono leaves. 38. 
Three times the peak 
(is covered with the 
roofing being) alter- 
nated end for end; 
then it is finished. 
39. When three, four, 
or five days (have) 
passed (and) the roof 
is matted, we trim 
the ends straight 
across, and then its 
head (i.e., the roof) 
is completely done. 

40. Sin aipasali on ma'wa dingdingna. 40. What is done 
ST be.next LK be.made walling.its next (is) the walls. 

41. We measure bamboo 
41. Isngommin bulu sigun sin kaalwan according to the width 

measure,we.T bamboo according DBT width of (the space) where 
the walling will be. 
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din inggawan din dingding. 
PO where.staying PO walling 

42 .  Potpotlaommin bulu riyunud sin 
PL.sp1it.we.T bamboo following.line.of REP 

atan din buuna tot mallilintog no 
eye.* PO nodes.its so.that ~~.straight,it COND 

malaga. 43. No magamput 
be. woven COND be.finished.it 

mapotpotla' 
be.repeatedly.split 

tinaita'mi an 
made.many.cuts.on.inner.side,we CONJ 

niwiswisammi no daam P O ~  
smoothed.on.outside,we COND not.yet.it AP 

mawiswisan. 
be.smoothed.on,outside 

44 .  Salipsipammibos nan buu an 
smooth.inner.surface,we.also T node CONJ 

dangliyamai. 45 .  Sin panggop din 
smooth.and.bevel.edges,we ST purpose PO 

42.  We split bamboo 
stalks, following the 
eyes of (their) nodes. 
so that (the pieces) 
will be straight when 
woven. 43 .  When (the 
bamboo) is finished 
being split, we make 
many cuts on the inner 
surfaces so they 
can be flattened out, 
and we smooth the 
outer surfaces of the 
nodes if they have not 
yet been smoothed. 44 .  
We also smooth the 
inner surface of the 
nodes, and we smooth 
and bevel the edges. 
45 .  The purpose of the 
smoothing of the inner 
and outer surfaces and 
of the edges is so 
that (the weaving) can 
easily be made tight 
and not have open 
spaces when we weave 
the walling. 

salipsip wiswis 
smoothing.inner.surface smoothing.outer.surface 

an dangli tot alimpogos 
CONJ smoothing.edges so.that easily 

masodsod ya issa tumuug no 
be.made.tight CONJ NEG.it have.open.spaces COND 

lagaontan dingding 
weave,we.two.T walling 

46. Sin mambalun 46. The favorable 
DET good.LK time for getting the 

kawayan, (and) 
mantobdammi si bulu palotan (varieties of 
time.of.getting.materials.our REF k.o.bamboo bamboo) is the colder. 

rainy season, so that 
kawayan palotan sin tinpon di it will not be eaten 
k.o.bamboo k.o.bamboo DET time,* PO by borers. 47.  When 

all the weaving of the 
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agilid tot issa walling and its drying 
co1der.rainy.season so.that NEG,it in the sun is 

finished, they attach 
malulu' . 47.  No magamput amina the walling in place. 
be.eaten.by.borers COND be.finished al1,LK and they secure it 

with cleats. 
lagan din dingding an bilagna 
weaving,* PO walling CON.? drying.in.sun.its 

man'ipaotda sin dingding ad 
attach.in.place.they OBJ walling SEQ 

inipitda. 
secured.with.cleats,they 

48. No magamgamput nan 
COND be.completely.finished T 

dingdingna insublida nan 
walling,its did.next.they T 

nadatag . 49. Iggada ad 
f1oor.support.structure put-they SUB 

tuuda opat din 
support.post,LK four PO 

nadatag asidaot ipatang 
f1oor.support.structure FUT,they,SEQ 1ay.across 

nan mansopang on ina ad 
T opposite LK first.support.member SEQ 

asiyot mipatang nan tulun 
PUT,SEQ be.laid.across T three,LK 

bot 'ang on siyan 
second.support.member LK it,DET 

mipatangan abos din 
where.s.t.is.1aid.across also PO 

inanayun . 
main.cross.member.in.floor 

48. When the walls 
are all finished, next 
they do the floor 
support structure. 
49. When they (have) 
placed the four sup- 
port posts of the 
floor structure, they 
lay (transversely) 
across (the posts) the 
opposing first support 
members, and then 
three second support 
members are laid 
across (the first 
members). The second 
support members are 
what the main cross 
members of the floor 
rest upon. 

50. No nagamput asidaot nan 50. When (the floor 
COND be.finished,it PUT,they.SEQ T support structure) is 

finished, then they 
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dosal igga ilusu' sin 
joists put notch.into REP 

bot 'ang ya misuwob sin 
second.support.member CONJ be.inserted.into REP 

pisipis 51. Ad 
floor.member.along.longer.side.of.hou8e SEQ 

nilusu' abos nan dosal din 
been.notched.into also T joists PO 

sipi sin 
slightly.elevated.sec.of.floor REF 

inanayun misuwob sin 
main.cross.member.in.floor be.inserted.into REP 

daladal . 
f1oor.member.across.narrower.side.of.house 

52. No nagamput iningwada nan 
COND be.finished,it made,tbey T 

amongo. 53. Dabbiyondan dot 'alna 
f ire.area lay.wood.panels,they.T bottom.its 

onno dosalanda ad 
or put.in.joists.they SEQ 

tinalatada onno 
floored.s.t.with.rono.stalks,they or 

binulinaw. 54.  Maannapanda 
f1oored.with.woven.bamboo can.cover,they 

si tubun di alantap ya tubun di tullabang 
REP leaves PO k.o.tree CONJ leaves PO k.o.grass 

ad asidaot pitaan ad sinalsalda. 
SEQ FUT,they.SEQ put.dirt.in SEQ packed.they 

55. Umot'ong ad nan pita asidaot isaad 
hardens SUB T dirt PUT,they,SEQ set 

place the joists. 
notching (them) into 
the second support 
member and inserting 
(them) into the floor 
member along the 
longer side of the 
house. 51. Then the 
joists of the slightly 
elevated section of 
the floor are notched 
also into the main 
cross member in the 
floor (and) inserted 
into the floor member 
across the narrower 
side of the house. 

52. When (the floor 
structure) is fin- 
ished, they make 
the space where the 
fire is to be located. 
53. They put wood 
panels as the bottom 
of the fire area or 
they put joists; and 
then they put either 
rono stalks (laid side 
by side and tied) or 
woven bamboo (as a 
surface over the 
joists). 54. They can 
cover (this) with 
alanta~ leaves or 
blades of tullabang 
grass. and then they 
put in dirt and pack 
(it). 55. When the 
dirt has hardened. 
then they place the 
fire stones. 

nan *dalpong. 
T fire. stones 
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56. No magamput insublidabos 
COND be.finished,it did.next.they.also 

iwaalon nan bansag. 57. Pumilida 
work.on T bamboo.floor.mat select.they 

si mallilintog si bulu si oonda' 
OBJ PL,straight DET bamboo REF make,they.DET 

bansag. 58. Nalmanda 
bamboo.floor.mat do.carefully,they 

wiswisan nan oonda' 
smooth.outside.of.nodes T make.they.DET 

bansag ad man'iisuwondan 
bamboo.floor.mat SEQ do.al1.the.same.they.T 

gisgisna. 
splitting.into.narrow.strips.its 

59. Malango ad asidaot ammaan 
be.dried.it SUB PUT.they,SEQ do.carefully 

sa'loton ya nilusulusanda' lagan od 
tie CONJ cleaned,they,REP sand LOC 

*dagsi . 60. No mamag'anan 
place.of.getting.water COND be.dried.it 

asidaot iyap'ap sin dalom ad mabalin si 
FUT.they.SEQ 1ay.out LOC inside SEQ can.be DET 

lumno'daon no piyaonda maamu 
enter,they,now COND want-they be.in.a.hurry 

lumno ' 
enter 

61. Omya no piyaonda lon'on no 
but COND want.they enter COND 

magaagamput aminonda oon 
be.completely.finished,it do.all.of.they make 

dan suugan 
T rack.for.drying.above.fire 

salbawan 
fue1.drying.place.above.fire.under.roof 

56. When (the fire 
area) is finished. 
next they work on the 
bamboo floor mats. 
57. They select 
straight bamboo to use 
in making the mats. 
58. They carefully 
smooth the outside of 
the nodes (of the 
bamboo) they make into 
floor nats. Then they 
split it into narrow 
strips, all the sane 
(width). 59. When (the 
bamboo) is dried, then 
they carefully tie 
(the strips together), 
and they clean with 
sand at the usual 
place for obtaining 
water. 60. When (the 
mats) are dry, then 
they lay (them) out 
inside, and they can 
now enter (the house 
to live) if they are 
in a hurry to enter. 

61. But if they want 
to enter (the house) 
when it is completely 
finished, they do all 
these things): the 
drying rack above the 
fire, the place for 
drying fuel up under 
the roof. the rack 
on the wall for 
dishes, the shelf. 
door, and other things 
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saaw tapyay onob ya odum 
rack.on.wa1l.for.dishes shelf door CONJ other 

payyana masasapul dalom on ma'wa 
additiona1,LK very.necessary inside LK be-made 

amas.dan pongan sin pad'ing 
1ike.nET head.rest LOC against.wal1 

i inggawan dan idus 
where.cont.stay PO padd1e.for.dishing.up.rice 

pao ' ya odum payyan. 
coconut.shell.ladle CONJ other additional 

6 2 .  No ipaotda uwa 
COND attach.in.place.they by.the.way 

nan dingding bun'anda nan dingding din 
T walling 1eave.open.they T wall PO 

sawang tay mansuun no maiggat 
entrance because awkward,it COND be.put,T 

nadatag . 63 .  No 
f1oor.support.structure COND 

magamgamput nan 
be.completely.finished T 

nadatag asidaot ipaot nan 
f1oor.support.structure FUT,they,SEQ attach T 

dingding din sawang ad sin guwab. 
walling PO entrance SEQ DET space.under.house 

6 4 .  Sin aaduwan on bumoloy 
ST most LK 1ive.in.house 

lumno 'da no magamput dalom ad 
entersthey COND be.finished,it inside SEQ 

asidaot ibanbannay oon nan bangsal no 
PUT,they.SEQ at.leisure make T porch COND 

wadawad nan masapul on miyusal. 65. No 
all.in.hand DET necessary LK be.used COND 

in addition that are 
very necessary to be 
made inside, such as a 
(wooden) headrest 
against the wall, the 
place where the paddle 
for dishing up rice 
and the coconut shell 
ladle are kept and 
other things in 
addition. 

62.  When, by the 
way, they attach the 
walling, they leave 
open the front side 
(of the house). 
because it is awkward 
(if that side is 
closed in) when the 
floor support 
structure is placed. 
6 3 .  When the floor 
structure is 
completely finished. 
then they attach the 
walling of the front 
side and around the 
space under the house. 

64 .  Most (people) 
who have houses enter 
(their house) 
when it is finished 
inside, and then at 
their leisure they 
make the porch when 
all is in hand that is 
necessary. 6 5 .  When 
they enter the house 
to live, they go and 
make a fire for a time 
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lumno 'dan bumoloy sin boloy inda for one night and 
enter,they,LK 1ive.in.house REP house go.they (then) another night. 

and then they enter to 

yan apuyan si sillabi ad osan stay and live 

TEMP make.fire.in DET one.night SEQ another,LK permanently there. 

labi ad asidaot lumno' on idagas 
night SEQ FUT,they,SEQ enter LK do.permanently 

inggaw bumoloy sidi. 
stay 1ive.in.house there 
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Ethnographic and Linguistic Notes on HOUSE OF NATIVE CONSTRllCTION 

12. Posts of a native-style house are notched near the top so that the 
crossmembers, when tied in place, cannot move up or down. 

14. To check for square, they stretch a rattan line between opposite 
corners, both at the top of the posts and at their bases. If the distances 
between both sets of opposite corners are the same, then the posts have 
been placed in a rectangle, and they can proceed to set the posts. 

2l.&b_aL 'stringer'. The gbalare the long pieces that are placed across 
the rafters, and upon which the actual roof, that is, the undersheeting 
(dq_a_g) and the roofing material, rests. 

23. dm.'undersheeting of cogon or rono leaf roof'. The cI0px.i~ made of 
sinipat -. 'green rono stalks' tightly tied together, and its outline is that 
of the shape of the roof surface it is to fill. 

55. dalp6ng1fire stones'. The fire stones. which are three in number, 
support cooking vessels over the fire. 

59. d& 'customary place of getting water'. It is to the dqsJ-that 
people go to get water for drinking and cooking, to wash dishes, and to 
wash clothes. Occasionally, some bathe there, but more often the people go 
to other places for that purpose. The water usually comes through a spout 
or a faucet, so it cannot be contaminated by activities at the site. 




